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Abstract. Previous work on rising declaratives has argued that some have an
inquisitive interpretation similar to polar questions, and that this meaning is into-
nationally distinguished by a steep final rise to a high boundary tone, while others
have an assertive interpretation, similar to assertions of falling declaratives, that
has a shallower final rise to a lower, high boundary tone. I demonstrate that this
strict form-meaning correlation does not hold because there are inquisitive rising
declaratives that have a shallow final rise. I argue for a unified theory of rising
declaratives with enough interpretational flexibility to explain these crosscutting
patterns.
Keywords. rising declaratives; biased questions; speech acts; pragmatics; seman-
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1. Introduction. Rising declaratives provide a useful test case for theories of the semantics-
pragmatics interface that aim to explain why the main clause types, when they are the root
clause, are canonically linked to certain discourse functions. For example, matrix declaratives
are canonically used to assert, and thus usually commit the speaker to their propositional con-
tent and signal the goal of updating the common ground with it. Some argue that declaratives
are designated for assertions by an illocutionary force operator or an extra-grammatical con-
vention of use (e.g. Gunlogson 2003; Lauer 2013; a.o.), while others propose that their asser-
toric function is derivable from their semantic denotation combined with a particular view of
dynamic pragmatics (e.g. Farkas & Roelofsen 2017; Portner 2018; a.o.).
However, produce a root declarative with the rising intonation typically used in a polar
question in English, and it now seems to be used to ask a question, albeit one with a special
pragmatic requirement that there be some contextual bias in favor of the proposition denoted
by the clause. Any attempt to explain the canonical discourse functions of matrix clauses will
need to explain this exception to the apparent rule for matrix declaratives.
In this paper, I argue that the empirical situation is more complicated than I have de-
scribed so far, and that dealing with this complication speaks in favor of a particular view
of the semantics-pragmatics interface. The complication is that, while rising declaratives are
frequently used to ask questions, they can also be used to make assertions much like falling
declaratives, and there is reason to believe that these disparate uses deserve a unified account.
Articulating a unified account reveals that much of the illocutionary force of utterances must
be pragmatically derived. In particular, intonation cannot directly signal whether or not the
speaker intends to commit to the truth of the content of the matrix declarative clause (pace
Gunlogson 2003, Truckenbrodt 2012, Farkas & Roelofsen 2017, Jeong 2018, Rudin 2018,
among others). The audience can only work out whether the speaker intends to commit based
on the semantic content, the intonational contribution, and the context of utterance.
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In section 2, I establish the empirical phenomenon of rising declaratives. In section 3, I
introduce novel data to demonstrate that some rising declaratives used to ask questions cannot
be distinguished intonationally from those used to assert. This leads me to argue that the two
uses of rising declaratives deserve a unified account. I show how this is a challenge to prior
work, and then build on that work to offer a unified account in section 4.
2. Background on rising declaratives.
2.1. THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN INQUISITIVE RISING DECLARATIVES AND POLAR INTER-
ROGATIVES. A rising declarative is an utterance of a matrix declarative clause produced with
a rising intonation that, to a first approximation, is similar to the intonation produced in polar
questions in English, typically assigned the ToBI annotation L* H-H% (Pierrehumbert 1980),
represented here via ‘↗’.Consider the classic example of a rising declarative in (1-a).
(1) S is in her office. A has just arrived holding a wet umbrella and raincoat.
a. S: Hey! It’s raining↗
b. S: Hey! Is it raining↗ (based on Gunlogson 2003 p. 96)
(1) is a context in which both the rising declarative and the polar interrogative are felicitous
means of asking a question about whether it’s raining.
Now consider (2).
(2) S is in her office. A has just arrived, and exhibits no evidence whatsoever about the
weather outside.
a. S: # Hey! It’s raining↗
b. S: Hey! Is it raining↗ (based on Gunlogson 2003 p. 95)
Here, only the polar interrogative is felicitous. This suggests that the felicity of the rising declar-
ative depends on the contextual evidence in favor of the proposition that it is raining in the
form of A’s wet umbrella and raincoat.
Finally, A can reply by asserting that it’s raining, using a falling declarative.
(3) A: (Yeah) It’s raining↘
These patterns raise the following questions: What are the roles of clause type and intona-
tion in producing questions and assertions? How do we explain the unique contextual bias of
rising declaratives? These questions have animated much work in recent years, in part because
accounting for this data provides the opportunity to discover something about the boundary
between semantics and pragmatics, and the roles of each in producing the discourse effects of
utterances (see e.g. Gunlogson 2003, 2008; Truckenbrodt 2006, 2012; Malamud & Stephenson
2015; Farkas & Roelofsen 2017; Krifka 2017; Westera 2017, 2018; Jeong 2018; Rudin 2018).
2.2. ASSERTIVE RISING DECLARATIVES. Complicating this effort to chart the semantics-
pragmatics interface is the fact that not all rising declaratives are used to ask questions about
the content of the declarative clause. That is, while (1-a) is an inquisitive rising declarative,
there are also assertive rising declaratives, as in (4) and (5).
(4) A: Do you speak Spanish?
S: I speak Ladino↗
(Jeong 2018 p. 307, Farkas & Roelofsen 2017 p. 239, Ward & Hirschberg 1985 p. 765)
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(5) A: What are you eating?
S: This is a persimmon↗
While S’s utterances in (4) and (5) are clearly assertions, and thus commit the speaker to the
propositional content of the declarative, they nevertheless convey some kind of secondary ques-
tion. In (5), this is roughly, “Have you heard of persimmons? Is the name enough informa-
tion?”. (4) could convey a similar kind of question, but more likely it conveys something like,
“Is Ladino close enough to Spanish? Does it count for your purposes?”.1
Prior accounts of rising declaratives set the assertive variety aside as something distinct.
Farkas & Roelofsen write:
“We assume for now that [assertive rising declaratives] are of a different nature
than the ones we are concerned with, although ultimately we would of course like
to better understand the connection between the different varieties and perhaps
even come to a fully unified theory.” (Farkas & Roelofsen 2017 p. 239)
Jeong (2018), building on Hirschberg & Ward 1995, argues that there is a principled rea-
son to treat inquisitive and assertive rising declaratives as distinct, namely she argues that the
two meanings are associated with different intonational contours. In particular, inquisitive ris-
ing declaratives are claimed to rise more steeply (L* H-H%), while the assertive variety have
a shallower rise (H* H-H%). If this is correct, then each rise could make a different meaning
contribution, resulting in the inquisitive/assertive interpretational split observed above.
2.3. FILLING OUT THE TAXONOMY OF RISING DECLARATIVES. In section 3, I will argue that
the intonational distinction discussed by Hirschberg & Ward (1995) and Jeong 2018 does not
track the distinction between inquisitive and assertive rising declaratives. In preparation for
that argument, I need to make the taxonomy of rising declaratives slightly more precise.2
1 Note that while S’s utterances in (4) and (5) are both appropriate with the rising intonation of rising declaratives,
(4) would also be appropriate, and perhaps even preferred, with the rise-fall-rise contour (RFR, transcribed as L*+H
L-H%, see e.g. Goodhue et al. 2016). In fact, (4) is based on an example that Ward & Hirschberg (1985) originally
introduced to exemplify RFR, not assertive rising declaratives. Importantly, (5) (and also (13) and (16) below) is not
felicitous with RFR, but is perfectly felicitous with the rise typical of rising declaratives. This shows that assertive
rising declaratives and declaratives with RFR are not in free variation with one another. If they were, then given that
(4) may even be preferred with RFR, it would be reasonable to wonder whether assertive rising declaratives are a
coherent category of their own, or if they might just be a slightly non-standard production of what is meant to be an
asserted declarative with RFR contour. The fact that they are not in free variation lends support to the view I will
ultimately take, that assertive rising declaratives must be accounted for qua rising declaratives.
2 Jeong’s (2018) taxonomy of rising declaratives is more complex than (6), identifying “contradictory RDs” as a
third kind of inquisitive RD, and subdividing assertive RDs into “unsure about a metalinguistic issue” and “uptalk”.
I think contradictory RDs are a special kind of incredulous RD, distinguished by whether the speaker intends to
ultimately accept the propositional content of the RD or not, which is due to how the speaker views their own knowl-
edge relative to the addressee’s. The label “uptalk” is sometimes used to refer to the continuation rises, but I take the
relevant phenomenon of interest to be a certain turn-final utterance demonstrated by Jeong (p. 307). I suspect uptalk
may have a genuinely distinct intonation, and leave it to future work.
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(6) Taxonomy of Rising Declaratives (RDs)
Inquisitive RDs
Incredulous RDs Confirmative RDs
Assertive RDs
The inquisitive RD in (1-a) could have been incredulous or confirmative, depending on how
surprised the speaker was by the evidence of rain. (7) and (8) distinguish these two readings.
(7) Incredulous
S knows John well, and believes that he doesn’t have any siblings.
A: John went to the airport to pick up his sister.
S: John has a sister↗ (based on Jeong 2018 p. 307, based on Gunlogson 2003 p. 132)
Intuitively, the rising declarative in (7) is used to express that S is incredulous of the content
of the declarative clause, which was presupposed by A’s utterance. S may ultimately go on to
accept that proposition as true, or to maintain that it is false, depending on how confident S is
in their prior belief that John has no siblings.
(8) Confirmative
S and A made plans two days ago to get drinks tonight. They haven’t spoken about it
since.
S: We’re still on for tonight↗ (Rudin 2018 p. 37)
The rising declarative in (8) does not express that S did not previously believe the content of
the declarative. On the contrary, S seems to believe that that proposition is highly likely to be
true, and is using the rising declarative to double check its truth with A.
Despite the differences between them, both incredulous and confirmative RDs share the
following properties in common that distinguish them as inquisitive.
(9) Meaning generalizations for Inquisitive RDs
a. the speaker makes no new commitments
b. the speaker expects the addressee to answer
c. the speaker anticipates that the addressee will commit to the proposition denoted by
the declarative clause
Inquisitive rising declaratives share the properties in (9-a) and (9-b) with matrix uses of po-
lar interrogatives like (1-b). The property in (9-c) is the contextual bias condition that distin-
guishes inquisitive rising declaratives from standard polar questions.
(9) can be contrasted against the meaning properties of assertive rising declaratives like (4)
and (5), collected in (10).
(10) Meaning generalizations for Assertive RDs
a. the speaker commits to the proposition denoted by the declarative clause
b. the speaker does not necessarily expect the addressee to be committed to it
c. the speaker does not expect the addressee to answer the rising declarative as if it
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were a question about whether its propositional content is true
d. the utterance of the rising declarative raises a second issue
Assertive rising declaratives share the properties in (10-a) through (10-c) with matrix uses of
falling declaratives like (3). The property in (10-d) distinguishes assertive rising declaratives
from standard assertions of falling declaratives.
3. The intonational distinction does not track the inquisitive/assertive split. In section 3.1, I
introduce two minimal triples to enable comparison of the intonation used in each of the three
kinds of rising declaratives in (6), namely the two sub-kinds of inquisitive rising declaratives,
incredulous and confirmative, and assertive rising declaratives. The result, discussed in sec-
tion 3.2, will be that confirmative and assertive rising declaratives pattern together intonation-
ally to the exclusion of incredulous rising declaratives, and thus intonation does not track the
inquisitive/assertive interpretational split.
3.1. INTONATIONAL ANALYSIS OF TWO MINIMAL TRIPLES. Consider the first minimal triple.
(11) Incredulous (IRD)
S and A are watching a girl give a very professional performance in a school debate.
From this, S is thinking that she might be 12 or 13 years old.
S: She’s amazing.
A: I know, and she’s only 9 years old.
S: She’s nine↗
(12) Confirmative (IRD)
S and A are on their way to a birthday party for the daughter of A’s friend. They stop
at a store to get a birthday card. As they are both scanning the display for a card for
the correct age, S is trying to remember how old the girl has just turned, and he thinks
he remembers A telling him that she just turned nine, but he wants to confirm it.
S: She’s nine↗
(13) Assertive (ARD)
S is enrolling his daughter in a summer camp program with the camp organizer A.
S: I want to sign her up for Spanish classes in the mornings, and rock climbing in the
afternoons.
A: Okay, there are limited places in each activity based on age group, and some of the
age groups have already filled up for rock climbing. How old is your daughter?
S: She’s nine↗
In terms of meaning, the incredulous and confirmative RDs pattern together to the exclusion of
the assertive RD in that (11) and (12) exhibit the properties in (9) while (13) instead exhibits
the properties in (10) (the second issue raised in (13), to be discussed further below, is roughly
“Is there still room in the 9-year-old’s rock climbing group?”).
And yet, the confirmative RD in (12) is naturally produced with a shallower rise, making
it intonationally similar to the assertive RD in (13). Pitch tracks for these examples, given in
Figure 1, reveal that the most obvious distinction here is in the height of the final boundary
tone: the confirmative and assertive RDs terminate in a similar high boundary tone a little over
200 Hz, while the incredulous RD rises to a much higher boundary tone.




















Figure 1. Pitch tracks for the incredulous (11) in red, the confirmative (12) in blue, and the as-
sertive (13) in black, with the max Hz of final boundary tones listed, and the average Hz for the
L* pitch accent in green. All pitch tracks given in this paper are produced from recordings of the
author, a native speaker of North American English, using Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2020).
mative RDs pattern intonationally with assertive RDs by having a lower boundary tone, to the
exclusion of incredulous RDs. The pattern will be replicated with (14)-(16) below.
Beyond the boundary tone, all three contours have a similar shape, and a similar low pitch
accent on nine. Table 1 gives the precise pitch minima and maxima for each of these produc-
tions. Note that the assertive RD in (13) has a pitch accent that is 1 to 1.5 semitones lower
than the other two. This distinction is actually the opposite of what would be expected based
on the prior literature, to be discussed in section 3.2. However, the height of the pitch accents
pattern differently in the following minimal triple, (14)-(16).
Nuclear pitch accent Final boundary tone
Incredulous RD in (11) 122 Hz 351 Hz
Confirmative RD in (12) 125 Hz 205 Hz
Assertive RD in (13) 115 Hz 214 Hz
Table 1. Pitch minima and maxima for each of the productions in fig. 1.
(14) Incredulous (IRD)
Suppose that a rent in the amount of $999 is surprising to S (either because it’s high or
low in S’s market, whichever is easier to imagine).
S: How much is the rent?
A: Nine ninety-nine.
S: It’s nine ninety-nine↗
(15) Confirmative (IRD)
Suppose S is writing a rent check for his college student child A. This is only the sec-
ond time S has had to pay for A’s rent, and he is looking for confirmation that it’s $999.
S, pen in hand, hovering over his checkbook, vaguely remembers that A’s rent is $999,
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but wants to double check.
S: It’s nine ninety-nine↗
(16) Assertive (ARD)
A works for a bank, and S has called to try to figure out whether he can pay his rent
electronically. S is certain that the rent is $999 (it’s his own rent), but A given what A
says below, S can infer that Zelle pay must have an upper limit on payment amounts,
thus S is uncertain about whether Zelle pay will allow a payment of $999.
A: We have Zelle pay, it’s like PayPal. How much is your rent?
S: It’s nine ninety-nine↗
Again, the incredulous and confirmative RDs pattern together to the exclusion of the assertive
RD in terms of meaning, while the confirmative and assertive RDs pattern together to the ex-
clusion of the incredulous RD in terms of intonation. Figure 2 shows that the intonational pat-
tern of the nuclear contours (from the final pitch accent on) mimics those in fig. 1: the confir-
mative and assertive RDs terminate in a lower high boundary tone than the incredulous RD.
Moreover, the fact that this triple has longer target sentences means that there is a pre-
nuclear pitch accent on the first nine. Interestingly, this interacts with the contour in the in-
credulous RD, resulting in an initial rise. This same effect has been demonstrated experimen-
tally by Goodhue et al. (2016). I believe that this is a pre-nuclear intermediate phrase that is
identical phonologically to the nuclear contour, i.e. L* H-. It then falls again to reach the L*
nuclear pitch accent. I will discuss the possible implications of this in section 3.2.
Figure 2. Pitch tracks for the incredulous (14) in red, the confirmative (15) in blue, and the as-
sertive (16) in black, with the max Hz of final boundary tones listed.
The pitch minima and maxima for (14)-(16) (all located in the nuclear contour) can be
found in table 2. This time the incredulous RD has a nuclear pitch accent that is 1.3 to 2 semi-
tones lower than the other two. This variation across the two minimal triples suggests that
there might not be any systematic difference in the height of the pitch accents across the three
kinds of RDs. A multi-participant production experiment would be needed to settle this.
3.2. SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS. The upshot of these results are summarized in table 3.
What I have shown is that there is an intuitive intonational distinction across sub-kinds of ris-
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Nuclear pitch accent Final boundary tone
Incredulous RD in (11) 112 Hz 269 Hz
Confirmative RD in (12) 121 Hz 208 Hz
Assertive RD in (13) 126 Hz 218 Hz
Table 2. Pitch minima and maxima for each of the productions in fig. 2.
ing declaratives. Some RDs rise more steeply to a higher final boundary tone than others, but
that distinction does not track the distinction in meaning between inquisitive and assertive ris-
ing declaratives. Instead, steeper rises to higher final boundary tones correlate positively with
incredulousness. Meanwhile, confirmative and assertive rising declaratives pattern together in-
tonationally, despite that the former is inquisitive while the latter is assertive.
Kinds of RDs Inquisitive Assertive
Sub-kinds Incredulous Confirmative Assertive
Intonation Steep rise to higher H% Shallow rise to lower H%
Table 3. The inquisitive/assertive meaning distinction in rising declaratives does not correlate
with an intonational distinction.
This is unexpected based on prior work on both intonational phonology and intonational
meaning. In summary, various researchers have claimed that assertive rising declaratives have
a unique contour of their own, and develop semantic/pragmatic accounts that depend on them
having a unique intonation (e.g., Hirschberg & Ward 1995, Truckenbrodt 2012, Westera 2017,
2018, Jeong 2018, and Rudin 2018). Thus they predict that productions of assertive RDs should
stand apart intonationally from inquisitive RDs, which is not what we find. This calls into
question the view that assertive rising declaratives can be circumscribed as distinct from in-
quisitive rising declaratives, and have their unique interpretation pinned on a distinct contri-
bution from a unique intonational contour. It speaks in favor of giving a unified account of
inquisitive and assertive rising declaratives.
These empirical facts pose a challenge for prior work on intonational phonology: Pierre-
humbert (1980) and Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg (1990) distinguish two related nuclear con-
tours, L* H-H% and H* H-H%. L* H-H% is the standard nuclear contour for English polar
questions and also inquisitive rising declaratives, and various researchers have claimed that H*
H-H% is reserved for assertive rising declaratives (e.g., Hirschberg & Ward 1995, and Truck-
enbrodt 2012). Therefore, this view predicts that assertive and inquisitive RDs should differ
in the height of the nuclear pitch accent, with inquisitive RDs having lower pitch accents.3
The contours in figures 1 and 2 challenge this prediction, as the systematic distinction is in
3 Technically, this conclusion does not immediately follow. Pierrehumbert (1980) writes that H* H-H% is like L*
H-H% “except that the nuclear accent is on the same level as the phrase accent.” (p. 63) The most intuitive way to
understand this statement is as claiming that the H* in H* H-H% is higher in a given speaker’s range than the L* in
L* H-H%. However the statement would also be true if H* and L* were each at the same height, and H- were lower
in H* H-H% than in L* H-H%. The latter is counterintuitive given the use of ‘H(igh)’ and ‘L(ow)’, but it better pre-
dicts the phonetic reality that I observed in figures 1 and 2. Figure 14.13 in Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg 1990 (p.
281) as well Hirschberg & Ward’s (1995, p. 409) discussion suggests that the H* is intended to appear higher than
the L* in the speaker’s range across these two nuclear contours. Thus I assume that the intuitive understanding of the
ToBI notation was intended by the authors of prior work for these two contours.
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the height of the boundary tones, not the pitch accents.
The empirical facts also pose a challenge to Hirschberg & Ward (1995) and Truckenbrodt
(2012), who both propose meanings for individual tones in these precise ToBI annotations. For
example, Truckenbrodt analyzes H* as conveying that the proposition denoted by the declar-
ative clause is being added to the common ground, and this is so whether it is present in the
rising H* H-H%, or the falling H* L-L%, standardly used in assertions of falling declaratives.
Meanwhile, H- is analyzed as conveying that a proposition is questioned. In H* H-H% con-
tours, this is the secondary issue raised by an assertive rising declarative, while in L* H-H%
contours, it is the propositional content of the utterance itself. Finally, L* and L- are treated as
a meaningless defaults. Thus, if assertive RDs alone bore H* H-H% contours, then this analy-
sis would quite elegantly predict the generalizations in (9) and (10). But the data above show
that assertive RDs do not obviously have a higher pitch accent than inquisitive RDs.
The empirical facts above also challenge the account in Jeong 2018, and Rudin 2018 who
shares Jeong’s intonational assumptions, since they predict inquisitive and assertive RDs to
have different intonations that make distinct meaning contributions resulting in the interpreta-
tional asymmetry. Jeong correctly notes that contextual pragmatics might be able to override
the interpretational contribution of a contour, leading listeners to assume that they have heard
one or the other rise based on whichever interpretation is most appropriate in that context.
Even so, the claim that there are two phonologically distinct contours with distinct meanings
predicts speakers to produce those distinct contours given appropriately disambiguated con-
texts. But this is not the case for confirmative and assertive RDs in the minimal triples above.
Finally, my view of the intonational facts can explain the interesting experimental results
in Jeong 2018 (experiments 1 & 2, p. 315ff.). Jeong ran perception studies in which partic-
ipants listened to utterances and judged whether they were assertions or questions. She pro-
duced three distinct rising declaratives by manipulating the height of the boundary tone, while
holding the height of the pitch accent constant. She found that steepness correlated with in-
quisitive interpretations: the steepest rise elicited 65% question interpretations, the middle rise
62%, and the shallowest rise 50%. Here’s how my view can explain these results: The steeper
the rise, the more likely the speaker is conveying incredulity about the propositional content of
the declarative. This is only consistent with an inquisitive interpretation, namely one in which
the speaker does not make a commitment to the declarative content and expects an answer. So
participants infer that the steepest rise marks an inquisitive RD. Shallower rises are consistent
with both an inquisitive confirmative interpretation and an assertive interpretation, and thus
participants were split at roughly 50% in their interpretations for the shallowest rise.
4. A unified account. In section 3, I demonstrated that there is no intonational distinction that
tracks the interpretational distinction between inquisitive and assertive rising declaratives, and
that this poses challenges to certain views of intonational phonology and meaning. Given this,
I think a unified account of inquisitive and assertive rising declaratives is called for. If a uni-
fied account can be given, it has the added the benefit of being more parsimonious. In a nut-
shell, I propose that there is only one relevant rising intonation in rising declaratives and that
it contributes a not-at-issue lack of speaker commitment. Usually this lack of commitment is
about the propositional content of the utterance, but sometimes it is about some other relevant
issue. In order to allow the rise to contribute such a degree of flexibility, we need a very spare
dynamic pragmatics: the only convention of use for declaratives and interrogatives is that their
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semantic content is added to the table. Further effects, such as speaker commitment, are part
of the pragmatics.
To see why we need this pragmatic flexibility, consider two recent accounts that my ac-
count will build on, but that cannot account for assertive rising declaratives because the con-
ventional discourse effects they assign to certain clause-intonation pairs are too rigid. Farkas &
Roelofsen (2017) analyze rising intonation as a semantic operator that produces a polar ques-
tion interpretation from a declarative clause. Combined with their proposed utterance function,
the speaker only commits to the truth of the tautology that one of the answers p or not-p in the
polar question denotation is true. Rudin (2018), based on an idea in Truckenbrodt 2006, in-
stead treats intonation as a device for manipulating speaker commitment in the dynamic prag-
matics: falling intonation commits the speaker to the propositional content of the utterance,
while rising intonation does not. While these accounts differ in substantial ways, they both
predict that illocutionary force is determined by clause type and intonation. In particular, rising
intonation immediately implies that the speaker is not committed to the content of the declar-
ative, and so is not asserting. In order to bring assertive rising declaratives into the fold, we
need to weaken the effects of clause type and intonation at the semantics-pragmatics interface,
so that the combination of the two does not immediately determine illocutionary force.
4.1. INGREDIENTS OF THE ACCOUNT. I assume that all declaratives have the same semantic
denotation regardless of intonation, and likewise for interrogatives:
(17) Hamblin (1973) semantics
a. Declarative: JφK = {p}
b. Polar interrogative: J?φK = {p,¬p}
I assume an abridged Farkas & Bruce 2010 style model of context, which builds in turn on
Stalnaker 1978, Roberts 1996/2012, and Gunlogson 2003, among others.
(18) A context c is a tuple 〈CG, T,QUD〉
a. CG is the common ground, the set of all propositions that all discourse partici-
pants are publicly committed to in c
b. T is a table, i.e. a push-down stack of issues (an issue is a set of propositions)
c. QUD is a contextually salient question/goal
I follow Rudin 2018 in assuming a QUD that is separate from T . The issue at the top if T is
the one that has most recently been raised. The QUD is an overarching question or goal of
a conversation that can be distinct from the topmost issue of T . This distinction will become
relevant in the treatment of assertive rising declaratives below.
I take intonation to contribute non-at-issue meaning, in line with prior work (e.g., Ward &
Hirschberg 1985, Goodhue & Wagner 2018, among others). I propose that the rise associated
with rising declaratives and polar questions ‘↗’ signals the speaker’s lack of commitment to
the truth of a proposition q. By default, q is identified with the content p of the clause uttered.
For declaratives, p is the proposition in the singleton set denoted by the declarative in (17-a);
for polar interrogatives, p is the content proposition before the Q morpheme uses it to produce
the doubleton set in (17-b).
In some contexts, it is implausible to assume this default because the speaker is clearly in
a position to know whether p is true, and to know more about p than the addressee (cf. Hud-
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son 1975). In such cases, q is not likely to be p, but is instead some proposition such that q ∩ p
addresses the QUD, while p alone would not. In other words, when it’s implausible for the
speaker to express lack of commitment to p, our effort to identify the q that they lack commit-
ment to is guided by relevance to the QUD. A formal implementation is given in (19).4
(19) a. J↗Kc = λC{〈s,t〉} : |C| = 1 . C
b. Non-at-issue meaning:
There is a proposition q s.t. the speaker is not committed to q
(i) & there is a set of propositions P s.t. q ∈ P & C ⊆ P &
⋂
P is an answer
to the QUD in c &
⋂
(P − {q}) is not an answer to the QUD in c.
c. Default that can be violated: q ∈ C
The singleton set requirement of (19-a) forces ‘↗’ to merge lower than the Q morpheme in
polar interrogatives. This technical move enables the denotation to work with both declaratives
and polar interrogatives. In particular, C cannot be {p,¬p}, otherwise
⋂
P would be empty.
(19-b) defines the non-at-issue lack of commitment contribution. (19-b-i) ensures that the
proposition q that the speaker lacks commitment to is relevant to the QUD. Normal Gricean
relevance requires the content of the matrix clause uttered, C, to be relevant to the QUD (Roberts
1996/2012). In a case where the default in (19-c) is not met, i.e. q 6∈ C, there could be many
irrelevant propositions q that the speaker is not committed to. Thus without the requirements in
(19-b-i), it would be very easy to satisfy (19-b), and the account would overgenerate assertive
rising declaratives. In the end, it may be preferable to say that Gricean relevance does not just
require C to be relevant to the QUD, but also the proposition q that the rise expresses lack of
commitment about. If so, then we could safely remove (19-b-i) and allow the pragmatics to
exclude irrelevant expressions of lack of commitment. For the moment, I leave it in because it
will help us to see how q is identified in assertive rising declaratives.
I leave falling intonation ‘↘’ as an unmarked default. In using it, the speaker fails to ex-
plicitly mark lack of commitment, from which inferences can be drawn.
As for dynamic pragmatics, I assume that utterances of any declarative or interrogative φ
has the effect of putting JφK on the table.
(20) UTTERANCE(φ, cn)→ cn+1 such that
a. Tn+1 = Tn + JφK
Crucially, this utterance function lacks any notion of commitment, since inquisitive RDs do
not commit the speaker to their content, while assertive RDs do. The speaker, in using a rising
declarative, can intend to commit to the content of the declarative or not. The choice of declar-
ative plus rise does not immediately settle whether the speaker makes a commitment. From the
hearer’s perspective, speaker commitment must be determined pragmatically.
On the view of pragmatics adopted here, conversation is about building common ground to
shrink the context set and find out what the world is like (Stalnaker 1978; Roberts 1996/2012).
Common ground is built by adding issues to the table, and removing them by agreeing to com-
mit to answers to them (Farkas & Bruce 2010, Rudin 2018). Commitment to a proposition p
requires the interlocutor to believe p and to have evidence for p (Gricean quality). Given pres-
4 The functional type of the variable ‘C’ in (19-a) is 〈〈s, t〉, t〉. I use ‘{〈s, t〉}’ (the type of sets characterized by
〈〈s, t〉, t〉 functions) because the denotation in (19) treats C as a set of propositions in various places.
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sure to grow the common ground, and the means by which it is done, utterances of declara-
tives and interrogatives are regulated by the following pragmatic requirement.
(21) Pragmatic requirement of support for a proposition p in I
When an issue I is added to the table T , there is pressure for an interlocutor to add a
proposition p ∈ I to their discourse commitments.
While others have discussed the pressure to remove issues from the table as a driving force of
conversation, what’s new here is that I want to use this drive as a key component in deriving
the basic effects of asserting and questioning, in particular speaker commitment in assertions
and the expectation that addressees answer questions.
4.2. APPLICATION TO KEY EXAMPLES. Consider the following four utterances by the speaker
S and their contexts. (23) and (25) appeared in section 3 as (13) and (12) respectively, and are
paired here with a falling declarative (22) and a polar interrogative (24).
(22) Falling declarative
A: How old is your daughter?
S: She’s nine↘
(23) Assertive rising declarative
S is enrolling his daughter in a summer
camp with the camp organizer A.
S: I want to sign her up for Span-
ish classes in the mornings, and rock
climbing in the afternoons.
A: Okay, there are limited places in
each activity based on age group, and
some of the age groups have already
filled up for rock climbing. How old is
your daughter?
S: She’s nine↗
(24) Rising polar interrogative
A: I’d like to sign my daughter up for
rock climbing.
S: Is she nine↗
(25) Confirmative rising declarative
S and A are on their way to a birthday
party for the daughter of A’s friend.
They stop at a store to get a birthday
card. As they are both scanning the
display for a card for the correct age,
S is trying to remember how old the
girl has just turned, and he thinks he
remembers A telling him that she just
turned nine, but he wants to confirm it.
S: She’s nine↗
It is clear to anyone who hears S’s utterances in (22) and (23) that they are used by S to com-
mit to the propositional content that she is nine, and thus make an assertion. Moreover, S’s ut-
terances in (24) and (25) are clearly used to ask questions about whether or not the proposi-
tion that she is nine is true. On top of this, both of the rising declaratives in (23) and (25) have
some extra effects not necessarily present in (22) and (24), as discussed in (9) and (10) above:
(23) raises a second issue. (25) conveys a bias that the propositional content of the declarative
is true in the form of an expectation that A will commit to it.
My goal is to explain these discourse effects while maintaining stable denotations for
declaratives, interrogatives, and the rise ‘↗’, along with a single convention of use for declar-
atives and interrogatives. Given the identical form but very different discourse effects of (23)
and (25), this goal cannot be achieved if illocutionary force is completely determined by the
combination of clause type, intonation, and convention of use. My solution to this is to have
the aforementioned components only bring us part of the way there. The audience of an utter-
ance needs to rely on these components plus some amount of pragmatic inference to determine
what a speaker intends to do with their utterance.
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By virtue of all being formed from declaratives, S’s utterances in (22), (23), and (25) all
denote the same truth-conditional content, {that she is nine}, while the polar interrogative in
(24) denotes {that she is nine, that she is not nine}. In each case, these semantic denotations
are added to the top of the table by the utterance function in (20). Since the utterance function
does not build in a notion of commitment, S’s commitment to the proposition that she is nine
in (22) and (23) will need to be achieved in another way. A key component here is the support
requirement in (21), which applies pressure for an interlocutor to commit to a proposition in
the topmost issue on the table, here, the proposition that she is nine.
In the specific case of (22), S uses falling intonation, which as the unmarked default, does
not convey that S lacks commitment to a proposition q that would help settle the QUD in
c. Thus, in uttering the falling declarative, S has raised an issue that contains a proposition
that would settle the QUD (“How old is your daughter?”), and S has not conveyed any lack
of commitment. Given the support requirement, we infer that S did this because S intends
to commit to the proposition that she is nine. The idea is that, given the goal of conversa-
tion to grow the common ground and the means by which this is done, and given that the
speaker had the choice to use the rise ‘↗’ to convey lack of commitment but didn’t, we as-
sume that utterances of falling declaratives that could advance the conversation by addressing
the QUD are made because the speaker intends to make a commitment to the propositional
content themselves. Thus the speaker commitment that usually follows from the utterance of a
falling declarative is derived rather than built into a convention of use for declarative clauses.5
I will return to the assertive rising declarative in (23) after discussing the polar interrog-
ative in (24) and the inquisitive rising declarative in (25). For (24), the support requirement
applies pressure for an interlocutor to commit to either proposition in {that she is nine, that
she is not nine}. The rise ‘↗’ further conveys that S lacks commitment to a proposition q that
would help settle the QUD in c. Recall that the default assumption in (19-c) is that this lack
of commitment is about the content of the utterance itself, which here would be the content
proposition of the interrogative, that she is nine. There’s no reason in (24) to think that the
default assumption does not hold, so the rise signals that S lacks commitment to this propo-
sition. Furthermore, there’s no reason to suspect that S intends to commit to the negative an-
swer that she is not nine. There are two reasons for this. One is that if they did intend to do so,
they could have uttered a declarative with that content, raising only a singleton set issue which
more easily leads to the inference that S intends to make a commitment, as described for (22).
The second reason is that world knowledge tells us that S is in an epistemically inferior posi-
tion with respect to either proposition in {that she is nine, that she is not nine} in the context
of (24). Thus it is natural for S to raise an issue without intending to resolve it themselves (cf.
Hudson (1975), Gunlogson (2008) who take this lack of epistemic authority to be constitutive
of question asking). Given the pressure for someone to commit to either answer, we infer that
S intends for A to make a commitment by providing an answer.
The inquisitive rising declarative in (25) functions similarly to the polar interrogative. The
default assumption about the rise holds so that S signals lack a commitment to the proposition
that she is nine. Thus, S will not satisfy the support requirement by making a commitment, and
5 In certain contexts, falling declaratives are used to ask questions by making dependent commitments (Gunlogson
2008). The existence of such uses further bolsters the view here that speaker commitment needs to be derived from
rather than hardcoded into (falling) declaratives or their conventions of use.
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so given the pressure for someone to commit, we infer that S intends for A to make a com-
mitment by providing an answer. The difference between (24) and (25) is that the latter is a
singleton set, so the only choice that S gives to A for resolving the issue is to commit to the
proposition that she is nine. Thus, the choice to use the rising declarative instead of the po-
lar interrogative conveys S’s expectation that A will commit to the proposition denoted by the
declarative, the distinguishing contextual bias feature in (9). If S did not have this bias, they
could have used the polar interrogative instead (cf. Westera (2017, 2018) and Rudin (2018)
who give similar analyses of the contextual bias of rising declaratives).
As for the assertive rising declarative in (23), the support requirement applies pressure for
some interlocutor to commit to the proposition that she is nine, and the rise signals that S lacks
commitment to a proposition q that would help settle the QUD in c. Unlike for (24) and (25),
the default assumption that this lack of commitment is about the content of the declarative can-
not be made here. The reason is that S knows much better than A how old S’s own daughter
is. Since S’s lack of commitment is not about the content of the declarative, we infer that S in-
tends to commit to that content themselves, for the same reasons as for (22), namely S raised a
proposition that would answer the QUD that S is in a position to commit to.
Finally, we need to resolve what the lack of commitment signaled by S’s use of the rise in
(23) is about. Recall that in (23), the goal is to get S’s daughter enrolled in rock climbing (in
QUD form, “Can I enroll my daughter in rock climbing?”). A has said that some age groups
are already filled and asked a local question, the daughter’s age. S’s answer that she’s nine
doesn’t settle the larger QUD. We infer the proposition that S lacks commitment to based on
what it would have to be in order to combine with the proposition that she is nine to settle the
QUD, as required by (19-b-i). The proposition that there is still room in the 9-year-old’s rock
climbing group fits this bill. Thus whether this proposition is true is the second issue raised by
the assertive rising declarative, the final meaning generalization in (10).
Compare the above to another unified account depending on pragmatic derivation. For
Westera (2017, 2018), the rise signals that the speaker is suspending or violating a Gricean
maxim. Inquisitive RDs and polar interrogatives violate quality, while the assertive RD in (4)
violates relevance, and that in (5) violates quantity. However, it is unclear how this account ap-
plies to (23) and (16), as S’s utterances do not seem to violate any maxims. In particular, S’s
contribution is as informative as is required, and it clearly also makes a relevant contribution.
5. Conclusion. In this paper, I have argued that inquisitive and assertive rising declaratives
cannot be distinguished on intonational grounds, and thus a unified account is preferable. Then
I showed that giving a unified account based on stable meanings for declaratives, interroga-
tives, and rising intonation, as well as a single convention of use for declaratives and interrog-
atives, requires a dose of pragmatic flexibility: Illocutionary force cannot be determined by
conventional content and utterance function alone. Audiences must infer the speaker’s intended
force based on both conventions and pragmatics. Due to space limitations, a fuller discussion
of ramifications and of prior accounts is left to future work.
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